In the ever changing world of bioinformatics, the two most popular programs for sequence similarity searching, Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) and FASTA, have both recently been improved. BLAST Version 2.0 is now available at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Web site, and FASTA 3.0 is available both as free software for most computer systems and on several Web servers. Iterative Neighborhood Cluster Analysis (INCA) is a Java ™applet that runs a series of BLAST searches to collect all sequences that are similar to a query sequence.
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BLAST Gets Better
The NCBI, home of GenBank ® , ENTREZ and BLAST, has introduced some major improvements in the BLAST program used to search protein and DNA databases for sequence similarities. The BLAST Web site (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) now offers two new options, Gapped BLAST and Position-Specific Iterated (PSI)-BLAST (1). These new options represent significant changes in the BLAST algorithm, but the upshot for the researcher is more sensitivity to weak, but biologically meaningful, sequence similarities. The original BLAST program does not allow for gaps (insertions or deletions) within pairs of aligned sequences.
As a result, if two sequences share extensive regions of similarity, but have several gaps, BLAST only identifies the longest ungapped region of the match or produces separate alignments and similarity scores for segments of the alignment that are separated by gaps. The longest ungapped region might not provide a statistically significant similarity score. Gapped BLAST allows the introduction of gaps (insertions and deletions) into alignments. Gapped BLAST produces longer continuous alignments rather than multiple short segments. Also, the scoring of gapped results tends to be more biologically meaningful than ungapped results. The Web interface for BLAST 2.0 has also been improved. At the top of the BLAST Results output, there is now a bar graph showing the regions of alignment of each matching sequence with the query sequence and with color coding for the quality of the match. The basic BLAST algorithm compares two sequences by breaking them into sets of short words and then looks for close matches between pairs of words from the two sequences. Wherever statistically significant matches are found between word pairs, BLAST tries to create an alignment by extending the match in both directions. The new gapped BLAST algorithm requires matches between two different pairs of words located near each other on the two sequences before it tries to create an alignment. Because the chance of randomly finding two different matching words between two unrelated sequences is much lower than the chance for a single random match, the gapped BLAST algorithm is able to use a less stringent cutoff score for considering two similar words to be a match. The net result is a more sensitive search with less computer time wasted trying to extend random word matches, as well as better, longer and more meaningful alignments. In addition to improving sensitivity, generating longer aligned regions and improving the predictive power of the news.group.news News.group.news goes to cyberspace and back to gather Net news for you. We emphasize practical, methods-related issues that are discussed in many newsgroups and also feature issues of general interest to biological scientists. But be warned! On this page of BioTechniques , we don't reviewit -we just report it! Seeking a cloning vector containing a chloramphenicol resistance marker for use in E. coli , a netter on bionet.molbio.methds-reagntswas advised to check out the collection at www.shigen.nig.ac.jp/cvector.html According to netters on the Methods newsgroup, " turbo lifting " can dramatically speed up the process of colony screening: transfer colonies to dry nylon membrane. Place membrane, bacteria-side-up, on a piece of filter paper that has been soaked in 2 × SSC/5% SDS ("turbo juice"). Microwave on high for 3-4 min-until the membrane is very hot and dry. The membrane can then be prehybridized or hybridized directly. To add multiple myctagsto a fusion protein, netters recommend the protocol described in K. Nakajima and Y. Yaoita, 1997, Construction of multiple-epitope tag sequence by PCR for sensitive Western blot analysis, Nucleic Acids Res. 25 :2231-2232. Don't rely on phenol extraction alone to eliminate proteinase K activity when preparing template DNA for PCR; residual protease may degrade Taq . Netters recommend that you first inactivate the enzyme by heating at 95°C for 5 min. To separate adaptor-ligated cDNA from adaptors , netters recommend that you run the cDNA prep on a 1% agarose gel and cut out the smear above 600 bp.
BioTechniquesEditorial Department statistical scores, gapped BLAST is about three times faster than the traditional BLAST algorithm. This feat of mathematical wizardry is very important because the rate of growth in the GenBank database currently exceeds the rate of improvement in computer processor speeds (1). There is another new tool available on the BLAST Web site called PSI-BLAST. PSI-BLAST uses groups of aligned sequences to improve the sensitivity of similarity searching. PSI-BLAST first performs an initial gapped BLAST search of the database. Then, it makes a multiple alignment from the significant hits. The multiple alignment is then used to construct a position-specific scoring matrix (a table of amino acid frequencies at each position in the sequence). This matrix, also known as a profile, is then used instead of a query sequence for another BLAST search. New alignments found in the second search are incorporated into the scoring matrix, and the process is repeated (iterated) until no more significant hits are found. Remarkably, this entire process uses the same amount of computer time as a series of BLAST searches equal to the number of times the matrix search is repeated. PSI-BLAST is able to find highly diverged members of protein families. This is much faster and easier than the procedure that many investigators follow for collecting meaningful hits from a BLAST (or FASTA) search, building a multiple alignment and then creating profiles to search for additional similar protein sequences. This remarkable PSI-BLAST program is very new and still in its evaluation phase, but it could have a major impact on the process of identifying the function of new genes as they are sequenced by the Genome Projects. You can use the new BLAST programs on the NCBI's Web server (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) .
FASTA 3.0 Copes with Frameshifts.
It is almost always advantageous to perform similarity searches with protein rather than DNA sequences. This is true for three reasons: (i) the information content per residue of protein sequence is greater than DNA because the amino acid alphabet is much larger than the DNA alphabet (20 vs. 4 letters); (ii) nonidentical amino acids can be scored for similarity using a mutation frequency matrix such as PAM or BLOSUM; and (iii) the protein databanks are much smaller than the DNA databanks, so the likelihood of chance matches is reduced. Both the BLAST and FASTA programs have an automatic translation feature, so that a DNA sequence can be translated, and then the resulting amino acid sequence can be used as a query sequence against protein databanks. However, certain types of DNA sequence data, such as expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and raw reads from automated sequencers, contain frameshifts that interfere with the automatic translation into protein. The result is that a similarity search is only performed for the largest piece of the sequence that does not contain a frameshift. The problem of similarity searching with DNA sequences that contain frameshifts has been addressed by Dr. William Pearson in his new version of the FASTA program (3). FASTA 3.0 now contains the program TFASTX, which compares a DNA sequence to a protein database, translating in three frames and allowing for frameshifts. FASTA 3.0 uses the same methods and statistics as FASTA 2.0, but it is designed in a modular fashion and runs not only on conventional UNIX ® workstations but also on multiprocessors in parallel. 
INCA
A single BLAST or FASTA search with one query sequence will often fail to find all of the members of a protein family (or some other group of related sequences) because not all of the sequences in the group are significantly similar to the initial query. However, if each of the sequences that do have significant similarity to the initial query are used as queries for additional searches, more members of the family will be found. This process can be repeated (iterated) using sequences identified in the second round of searching and repeated again until no new similar sequences are found. Since homology is transitive, if sequence A is homolgous to sequence B, and B is homolgous to C, then A is homolgous to C. INCA is an automated way of doing such a series of BLAST searches (2) . INCA runs a BLAST search on a given query sequence. Then INCA runs BLAST on each of the significantly similar sequences found in the first iteration. All of the significant matches from the searches are saved in a composite cluster. INCA is a Java applet that runs inside a Web browser (a Java-enabled Web browser such as Netscape 4.0 or Internet Explorer 4.0 is required). Access INCA on the Web site (http://itsa.ucsf.edu/g ram/home/inca/) .
